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In classical differential geometry the integration morphism 1: .W’(M) + P’(M) is a morphism 
of complexes inducing an isomorphism in homology. In the synthetic case the two complexes are 
in fact isomorphic. We exhibit a cochain morphism D:SP(M)+BP(M), which is an inverse 
for j. 
Introduction 
In classical differential geometry the integration morphism 
j : Gql4) + P(M) 
going from the differential forms into the cubical singular cochains is a morphism 
of complexes inducing an isomorphism in homology. 
In the synthetic case the connexion induced by integration is more important: The 
two complexes are in fact isomorphic, if you define correctly the cochain algebra 
P(M). Indeed, denote by T,(M) the free R-module generated by the p-cubes of M, 
and by S,(M) the quotient R-module of T,(M) by the equivalence relation coming 
from the integration: 
(*) c-c’ # v’o E P(M), 1, w = j,, CO. 
P’(M) is then defined as the dual of S,(M). 
The beauty of the synthetic case lies in the existence of a cochain morphism 
D : P(M) -+ LIP(M), 
which is an inverse for j . 
It is important to notice that the cochain algebra SP(M) can be defined without 
using differential forms and integration. This can be done as follows: We first 
define (for details cf. Section 3) the module D,(M) of degenerated p-chains and the 
R-module VP(M) of linear forms on &(M)/D,(M). Then we prove that every 
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degenerated p-chain is equivalent to zero for the relation (*). This yields to a mor- 
phism of complexes: Yp(M) + S”‘(M). This morphism is in fact an isomorphism. 
There is clearly another way to obtain a synthetic De Rham theorem. Instead of 
taking quotient algebras we can look directly to the map 
1: QqM) -+ CqM), 
where P(M) denotes the p-singular cochains on M. This is the way followed by 
Moerdijk and Reyes. They construct a large class of spaces Z stable by retraction 
and they prove that for every space M belonging to Z the induced map in homology 
is an isomorphism [6]. 
It seems possible to deduce a De Rham theorem from the work of Meloni and 
Rogora [3]. They do not develop that point, probably because they are mainly in- 
terested in their generalization of differential forms and cochains, the infinitesimal 
and global observables. 
For the generalities on synthetic differential geometry we refer to the works of 
Kock [l] and Lavendhomme [2]. We suppose for R the general axiom of Kock- 
Lawvere and the integration axiom, and all the objects considered will be micro- 
linear. However, to be more selfcontained, the construction of the De Rham com- 
plex and the integration morphism are recalled in the first section. The proof of the 
main theorem is contained in the second section. 
Before going further, we fix some notations: e’s and d’s are variables ranging over 
D, e’s and d’s over Dp, s, t, Q range over [0, 11. Whenever a variable x is decorated 
with a lower tilde x, it means that x really should appear bound by a Ax (A-calculus 
notation) somewhere in the near vicinity. 
1. Generalities on differential forms 
I. I. Differential forms 
Let A4 be a microlinear object. We denote by SZP(M) the set of differential p- 
forms on M. A differential p-form is a map 
~:h/l(~“)+R, c y 4a), 
which is multihomogeneous (and therefore multilinear) and alternating. 
A marked p-microcube is a couple (a,e) with B in MD”’ and e in Dp. The R- 
module of infinitesimal p-chains is the free R-module C,(M) generated by the 
marked p-microcubes. 
If (r,e) is a marked (p+ 1)-microcube, its boundary is the infinitesimal p-chain 
a(r, e) = CyJi’ (- l)‘(oA, e(i)) - Cf2i’ (- l)‘(oi, e(i)), where for E = 0, 1, 
&4 ,...,d,)=o(d,, . . . . d;_1,&.ei,di, . . . . d,) and 
e(i) = (e,, . . . , @i, .. . , ep+ 0. 
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The integration of a p-form o is the linear map 
j_ o:C,(M)+R 
obtained by setting for a marked p-microcube (a,e) 
s (a.4 0 = et.ez...e,.o(a). 
The Kock-Lawvere general axiom then easily implies the next proposition [2, 
p.1171. 
Proposition 1. If @ : IVY x Dp + R, (a,e) - @(o,e) is multihomogeneous in e and 
o, and alternating in o then there exists a unique differential p-form cc) such that 
@(o, e) = S@$) 0. 0 
1.2. The differential of a form 
Let o be a differential p-form and (T, e) be a marked (p + 1)-microcube. We define 
0 by setting @(~e)=&~,~, o. One can verify that C$ satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 1, so that there exists a uniquely defined (p + 1)-differential form do such 
that 
J , 8(r,e) o = SC, e) dw. 
1.3. Integration of a p-form on a p-cube 
A p-cube T in M is a morphism T : [0, l] p + M. 
If w is a p-form, we define 
j, w = 1; ...[; I du, ... dup, 
where r,, is the p-microcube r(ut + Q’, . . . , up + &). 
The two concepts of integration coincide in the following sense: Let (o,e) be a 
marked p-microcube, we define the p-cube 
cre: [O, l]P+M, a’(t) = a(t . e), t.e=(t,.el ,..., tP.eP). 
Proposition 2. If w is a p-form and (a,e) a marked p-microcube, we have 
s (6 e) w = s, w. 
Proof.’ 
SO< w ={A *-.I: w(a(elul+e,d,,...,e,u,+e,El,))dul...du, 
and 
s (6 4 w = el ... ep. w(o). 
’ We would like to thank the referee for having found a mistake in our original proof, the error ap- 
pearing also in [2, p.1241 (Clearly we cannot assume D= [O,O]!). We mention also that another proof 
of this fact is given by Minguez in a footnote (added in proof) in [5]. 
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We consider the following two functions of D(2)P into R: 
F(e’,e) = o(a(e;ul+e,d,, . ..)). 
G(e',e) = e, ..a ep. o(a). 
When e’=O, the fact that w is multihomogeneous gives 
F(e’,e) = o(a(elQl, . ..)) = el ... eP. o(a) = G(0, e). 
When e = 0, we also have F(e’, 0) = 0 = G(e’, 0). By the Kock-Lawvere general axiom, 
F and G coincide on D(2)P and in particular at (e,e). This implies the equality 
o(o(e,u,+e,~l,...,ePuP+eP&))=el~~~eP.o(a). 0 
Denote now by T’(M) the free R-module generated by the p-cubes of M. The 
integration morphism can be extended by linearity: 
j : I”(M) x P(M) -+ R. 
As usual, the boundary of a p-cube is defined by 8 : rp+ ,(M) + r,(M). We then 
obtain the Stokes formula (cf. for instance [l] or [2]): 
Proposition 3. If c belongs to rP+, (M) and o to Qp(A4), we have the equality 
2. A De Rham theorem 
2.1. The integration morphism 1 
Definition 1. The elements c and c’ of T,(M) are called equivalent if we have 
j, o = j,, o for each o in @‘(M). 
We denote by S,(M) the quotient module of T’(M) by this equivalence relation, 
and by Y(M) the dual module consisting of linear forms on S,(M). The elements 
of S,(M) and of P(M) are respectively called cubical singular p-chains and cubical 
singular p-cochains on M. 
The integration is clearly compatible with this relation. We obtain therefore a 
morphism 
j : cP(M) + P(M). 
The next proposition is well known and results directly from the Stokes formula. 
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Proposition 4. For every p the following diagram commutes: 
s 
!P(M) - SP(W 
d I s 
L?p+l(M) - Sp+l(M) 
where 6 is obtained from a by transposition. 0 
In her thesis [4], Minguez has shown that j induces a multiplicative morphism in 
homology, the products being respectively the exterior product of forms and the 
cup-product of cochains. 
2.2. The differentiation morphism D 
We now define the morphism 
D : SP(M) + Qp(M). 
Let @ belong to Sp(M). Denote also by @ the composition of @ with the canonical 
surjection T,(M) + S,(M). This defines a morphism 
!z%&~~‘xD~+R, Y(a, e) = @(a’). 
Proposition 5. Y satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1. 
Proof. (a) Homogeneity in the ith variable _di. We have to show the equality 
Y(a.;o,e) = a. ul(a,e), 
i.e. (a.io)e-a.ae, where - denotes the equivalence relation from Definition 1. 
Let w be a p-form. It is enough to show that 
Sk?..,,,~ 0=CY.j,,0., 
but this results directly from Proposition 2: 
S@.,,Y CO = cl . ..e..w(a.io)=a.e,...e,.o(a)=a.S,,o. 
(b) o is alternating. Let s be a permutation of the set { 1,2, . . . , p}. We have the 
equivalence (a 0 s)e - E,. 8: Let o be a p-form, then 
s (00s)’ o=el...ep~(aos)=&,.el...ep.o(a)=~,.S,,~. 
(c) The homogeneity in the variables ei is evident. 0 
With regard to the previous proposition, Proposition 1 gives the existence of a 
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uniquely defined differential p-form D@ which satisfies 
e, ... e,_, (D@)(o) = @(a’). 
Proposition 6. The following diagram commutes: 
P(M) D QPW) 
6 I I d 
Sp+‘(M) L lP+t’(M). 
Proof. Let e be an element of Dp+ ’ and T an element of MDP+‘. We have 
e,...e,+,. d(D@)(r(d, 9 . . ., dp + 1)) 
p+, 
= J, (-1)‘+1[~(T(11.el,...,_ti~1.ei~1,ei,_ti.e;+l,...,~p.ep+l)) 
-O(G.el,...,_, t.-l.ei-i,O,_ri.ei+l,...r~p.ep+l))l. 
On the other hand, 
e, ...ep+r. D(Q)(r(d, > . . . > _d+ ,)I 
= (6~)(r(t,.e,,...,~p+,.ep+,)) 
= ~(6(r(l,.e,,...,~p+,.ep+,))) 
( 
p+, 
=@ J, (-l)i[~(1,.el,...,t,-,.ei-l,O,l,+l.e,+,,...,lp+,.ep+,) 
- 
r(l,.e,,..., -ti~l.e;~l,e;,_t;+l.ei+l,...,~p+~.e,+,)l . 
> 
Therefore, @oD=DoS. 0 
2.3. Inverses 
Proposition 7. D 0 j = id. 
Proof. Let o be a differential p-form and e an element of Dp. We have 
et .e. ep. D(j (w))(o) = j (~)(a’) = Sue CL) 
= (Proposition 2) e1 ... ep. w(o). 0 
We want now to show that, if @ belongs to SP(M), cr to S,(M) and e to Dp, the 
following equality holds: 
e, ... ep. i (D(@))(a) = e, .a. ep. @(a>. 
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Let us consider the two functions F and G from [O, llp into R defined by 
F(crl,...,or,)=el...e,.jD(~)(a(al.tl ,..., cr,.$)), 
G(o t, ,..,a,) = el .--e,.@(o(ar.f,, . . . . op.&)). 
We have 
F(a I, . . ..oJ 
= e, .-. ep.~~~~~S~D(~)(o(a,(~~+d~),...,ap(up+~p)))d~r~~~d~p 
=e 1 . ..e..S,“‘...S,apD(~)(a(u,+dl,...,o,+%))du,...do,. 
Lemma 8. (1) If one of the ai is zero, then F(a], . . . , ap) = 0. 
C2) ,::ax (a 1 ,... ,ap)=~(cr(al+e,.t,,...,ap+ep.fp)). 1 P 
Proof. This results directly from the above expression for F(a,, . . . ,ap). 0 
Lemma 9 (Finite additivity). For a in [0, 11, we have 
a((a+d>.Ll,f2 ,..., &)-g(aA,f2 ,..., ~~fp)-a(a+d._t,,fZ,...,~~), 
where - denotes the equivalence relation from Definition 1. 
Proof. Let w be a p-form. We show that the integrals of o on o1 = 
o((a+d)._tl,_t2 ,..., &,)-o(af,,& ,..., &,) and on az=o(a+d.fl,lZ ,..., &,) are equal. 
j,, w = 1; . .. 1: Ma(@ + 4. (sl + dl 1, ~2 + G2, . . . , sp + &I,>) 
- w(a(a. (sl f &), s2 + &, . . . , sp+ c&))] dsr ... ds, 
= 1; . ..j. o(a((a+d).sl +&,s2+&, . . . . s/,+&)) (a+d).ds, ds2...dsp 
-ji . ..Sd0(0(a.s.+I?‘,,s~+~~,...,s~+I1~))a.ds~...ds, 
= ja”+d j; . ..j. [~u(a(o~+4,s,+~~,...,s,+$))] doI ds,...ds, 
=d.S; ...s; ~(a(cr+dl,sz+dZ,...,sp+~~))ds2...dsp. 
On the other hand, 
[,, o = {d ...I: [~(o(a+d(s,+~,),s2+~2,...,sp+$,))l ds, ds2***ds, 
=s; . ..j. [c&r(a+d.s,+~l,s2+~2,...,sp+&,))]a.ds,ds2~..dsp 
=~~~~...~~(0(~(a+u~+~~,s~+~~,...,s~+~~p)))du~ds2~.~ds~ 
=d.jd ...I; (w(a(a+I?‘1,s2+~~,...,sp+~~)))dsZ...dsp. 
And the lemma is proved. 0 
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Let us come back to G(al, . . . , CQ,). 
Lemma 10. (1) Zf one of the ai is zero, then G(al, . . . , o~p) = 0. 
C2) ,“;x (a 1,...,~p)=~((7(a1+el.Ll , .., ap+ep.~p,)). 
1 P 
Proof. (1) This results clearly from the equivalence a(al .L1, . . . , a,,.t_,) - 0, valid if 
one of the ai is zero. 
(2) This results from Lemma 9: 
G(a,+d,,a;,+d2 ,..., a,+&-G(~,,(x~ ,..., CQ,) 
= el . ..e.~(a(al+dl._t,,az+d2._t2,...,~~+dp.1~)) 
= 4 . ..dp~(a(cxl+el.tl.az+ez.l*,...,a,+ep.~~)), 
because the two p-cubes e, a.. ep a(al + d, . i,, CY~ +d2. &, . . . , ap + dp. &) and 
4 . ..dpo(Q.+e,.f,,a2+ez._t,,...,a,+e,.l,) are equivalent. 0 
Theorem 11. D and l induce inverse isornorphisms between (Qp, d) and (Sp, 6). 
Proof. We deduce from the Lemmas 8 and 10 that F(al, . . . , ap) = G(al, . . . , ap). In 
particular for ((x,, . . . , up) = (1, 1, . . . , l), this gives 
s D(@)(a) = @(a). 
This combined with Proposition 7 gives the result. 0 
3. Complements 
Definition 1 identifies two p-chains if they agree as currents. We could hope for 
an equivalence relation that does not use differential forms and integration. That 
is what we want to indicate here. 
Definition 2. The degenerate p-chains are the chains generated by the p-chains of 
one of the following three kinds: 
(1) The flat p-cubes: the p-cubes z : [0, 11 p + A4 that factor through a projection. 
(2) (Antisymmetry condition.) The p-chains of the form CO s - E,. 0, where s is 
a permutation of the set { 1, . . . , p], E, is the signature of s. 
(3) (Finite additivity condition.) For any p-cube 0 and for any pair of elements 
(a, p) in [0, l] such that a+P belongs to [0, 11, the p-chain 
a((a+P).fl,-f2, . . . . fp)-4a.fl,-f2, . . . . 4)-a(a+P._tl,t2,...,Lp). 
We first observe the stability of the degenerate chains for the boundary operator. 
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Proposition 12. The degenerate p-chains generate a sub-complex (D,, a) of (r,, a). 
In other words, the boundary of a degenerate (p + 1)-chain is a degeneratep-chain. 
Proof. (a) If T(_c~, . . ..L.+~) is flat, we consider 
P-t1 
a7 = c (-l)‘r(_s,, . . . . S;_,,O,&, . . . . &p) 
i=l 
- ;;, (-1)‘7(Sl, . . . . SjLl, Ls;, . ..? sp). 
If 7 = 7’0 ~j, the terms with i #j are flat and the two terms with i =j cancel. 
(b) Consider the antisymmetry condition. Take for s the transposition of the two 
first variables: 
The boundary is the sum 
7(~,0,~2,..., $)-7(&1,s2 ,..., 3,)-7(0,&S2 ,..., 5,)+7(1,&s2 ,..., 5,) 
+7(0,$s2 ,..., $-7(l,S,S2 ,..., $-7(&o,.s2 ,..., $,)+7(S,l,S2,...,$) 
+;;2(-I)i7(s2,s I,..., 0 ,..., $)- c (-#7@2,s ,,..., I,..., $) 
i>2 
+;~2(-l)‘7(s,,s2 ,..., 0 ,..., $)- c 
i>2 
(-1)‘7(s,,s2 ,..., I,..., 5,). 
The first terms are killed two by two and the others are degenerate p-chains by 
antisymmetry. 
(c) Let us consider now a (p+ 1)-degenerate chain of the form 
o((a+P)._tl,L2,...,fp+,)-(T(~.flr_t2,...,I~+1)-(S((Y+P.-t1,12,...,~~+l). 
The boundary is composed of degenerate p-chains of the same type (obtained by 
replacing t; by 0 or 1 for iz2) and by another term 
This last term is clearly zero. 0 
With the previous definitions the following proposition is trivial: 
Proposition 13. The degenerate p-chains are equivalent o zero for the equivalence 
relation introduced in Definition 1. c7 
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We denote by S&II) the quotient T,(M)/D,(M) and by S’P(M) its dual. We can 
define the integration morphism 
j : i-P(A4) + S’P(M). 
We can also define the differentiation morphism. In fact we define Y: McD4 x 
P *R by setting Y(a, e) = c#I(#) (@ E S’P(M)). 
Proposition 14. The morphism Y satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1. 
Proof. Looking at the identities 
GU.+-(f,, . ..) tp) = o(t,. e,, . . . , a. t,. ei, . . . , tp. e,), 
(a..io)e(t,,...,tp)=o(tl.el ,..., Cl.t;.ei ,..., tp.ep), 
we see immediately that c?.~‘= ((Y.i~)e. It follows that the multilinearity of Y in 
the variable o is equivalent to the multilinearity of Yin the variable e. But this last 
assertion is clear because, if one of the e, is zero, oe is flat and therefore v(a,e) is 
multilinear in e. 
The fact that (T is alternating comes from the antisymmetry condition of Defini- 
tion 2. 0 
In the same way as in Section 2, Proposition 1 gives the existence of a uniquely 
defined differential p-form DQ, which satisfies 
e, ... e,(D@)(o) = @(a”). 
It is easy now to see that D and j are inverse to each other. The proof is the same 
with two little exceptions. We need an analog of Lemmas 9 and 10 for the equi- 
valence relation of Definition 2. For Lemma 9, this is trivial because in SIP(M) we 
have finite additivity. For Lemma 10, we have only to remark that the morphism 
Y(d],e,) = el e2”- e,~(o(a,+d,t,,...,or,+d,1,)) 
vanishes when d, or e, equals zero: indeed, when dl equals zero, the p-cube becomes 
flat. By the general Kock-Lawvere axiom, Y(d,,e]) depends then only on the pro- 
duct dl e,, and this gives the proof of Lemma 10. Therefore, we have the following: 
Theorem 15. D and j induce inverse isomorphisms between (@‘,d) and (Sfp,8). 
0 
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